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Abstract17
Ionospheric conductance plays an important role in regulating the response of the magnetosphere-18
ionosphere system to solar wind driving. Typically, models of magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-19
pling include changes to ionospheric conductance driven by Extreme Ultraviolet ionization and20
electron precipitation. This paper shows that effects driven by the Farley-Buneman instability21
can also create significant enhancements in the ionospheric conductance, with substantial impacts22
on geospace. We have implemented a method of including electrojet turbulence (ET) effects into23
the ionospheric conductance model utilized within geospace simulations. Our particular imple-24
mentation is tested with simulations of the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry global magnetosphere model25
coupled with the Rice Convection Model of the inner magnetosphere. We examine the impact26
of including ET-modified conductances in a case study of the geomagnetic storm of 17 March27
2013. Simulations with ET show a 13% reduction in the cross polar cap potential at the begin-28
ning of the storm and up to 20% increases in the Pedersen and Hall conductance. These simu-29
lation results show better agreement with Defense Meteorological Satellite Program observations,30
including capturing features of sub-auroral polarization streams. The field-aligned current (FAC)31
patterns show little differences during the peak of storm and agree well with Active Magneto-32
sphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) reconstructions. Typ-33
ically, the simulated FAC densities are stronger and at slightly higher latitudes than shown by AM-34
PERE. The inner magnetospheric pressures derived from Tsyganenko-Sitnov empirical magnetic35
field model show that the inclusion of the ET effects increases the peak pressure and brings the36
results into better agreement with the empirical model.37
1 Introduction38
The role of ionospheric conductivity in the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling39
has been recognized for a long time [e.g., Coroniti and Kennel, 1973; Hill et al., 1976]. The con-40
ductivity allows closure of field-aligned Birkeland currents generated in the magnetosphere and41
governs the amount and distribution of energy dissipation (Joule heating) in the ionosphere. Due42
to this current closure, the height-integrated conductivity or ionospheric conductance exerts feed-43
back on the global magnetosphere, affecting such distant regions as the magnetopause and the44
bow shock [Merkine et al., 2003; Merkin et al., 2005a,b]. Since the conductance is a tensor re-45
lating currents and electric fields [e.g., Kelley, 1989, p. 45] for a given distribution of the field-46
aligned currents (FACs), it determines the ionospheric plasma convection and, thus, due to at least47
partial mapping of electric fields between the ionosphere and magnetosphere, the magnetospheric48
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plasma convection as well. This understanding underlies most models of magnetospheric con-49
vection that include magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling [Wolf , 1983; Fedder et al., 1995a; Raeder50
et al., 1995; Ridley et al., 2004; Merkin and Lyon, 2010]. Effects of the ionospheric conductance51
on the magnetosphere have been mainly reported using magnetosphere-ionosphere simulations,52
and, as shown by many modeling results, it has become rather clear that the ionospheric conduc-53
tance significantly impacts magnetosphere dynamics. For instance, ionospheric conductance ap-54
pears as a parameter governing passively [Siscoe et al., 2002a,b] or actively [Merkine et al., 2003;55
Merkin et al., 2005b] the saturation of the cross polar cap potential (CPCP) in global models through56
regulation of the FAC strength. Ridley et al. [2004] considered in detail effects of different con-57
tributions to the ionospheric conductance, including solar illumination and magnetospheric par-58
ticle precipitation. The latter, in particular, was also shown to have a major effect on the initia-59
tion of substorms in global models [Raeder et al., 2001].60
Despite these modeling results, observational evidence for conductance effects on the mag-61
netosphere remains scarce due primarily to the notorious difficulty of directly measuring the iono-62
spheric conductivity. Nevertheless, Ohtani et al. [2014] was able to show statistically that the iono-63
spheric FACs depend on the level of the solar irradiance, measured by the F10.7 flux, and thus64
on the dayside ionospheric conductance. Notably, not only the dayside, but also the nightside cur-65
rents responded in the same way to solar cycle variations, i.e., their intensity increased with en-66
hanced solar activity. Ohtani et al. [2014] noted that this had significant implications for the global67
structure of the magnetosphere and the energy and momentum exchange between the solar wind68
and the magnetosphere.69
Conductivity of the ionospheric plasma is typically assumed to be produced by the Extreme70
Ultraviolet (EUV) solar radiation and by magnetospheric particle precipitation [Rasmussen et al.,71
1988; Moen and Brekke, 1993]. These are the processes that are typically included in the calcu-72
lation of ionospheric convection by magnetospheric models [Fedder et al., 1995b; Janhunen, 1996;73
Toffoletto et al., 2003; Raeder, 2003; Wiltberger et al., 2009]. However, there are other processes74
in the ionospheric plasma that can create conductivity but are usually completely ignored in mag-75
netospheric models, e.g., the ionospheric E layer micro-turbulence [Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011a,b].76
During active geomagnetic events, such as magnetic storms, strong DC convection electric fields77
create the high-latitude electrojets in the E-region ionosphere between 90 and 125 km altitude.78
These fields drive plasma instabilities, mainly the Farley-Buneman (FB) instability [Buneman,79
1963; Farley, 1963]. They generate plasma turbulence that consists of electrostatic field fluctu-80
ations coupled to plasma density irregularities [Balsley and Farley, 1971; Cohen and Bowles, 1967;81
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Crochet et al., 1979; Kudeki et al., 1987; Fukao et al., 1998; Pfaff et al., 1987; Rose et al., 1992].82
Typical wavelengths of E-region turbulence are between tens of centimeters and tens of meters,83
while characteristic wave periods are a few milliseconds [Oppenheim et al., 2008; Kovalev et al.,84
2008; Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013a; Hassan et al., 2015]. This turbulence modifies the iono-85
spheric conductivities in two ways: (1) It causes anomalous electron heating (AEH), raising the86
temperatures from between 300 to 500 K up to 4000 K [Bahcivan, 2007; Foster and Erickson,87
2000; Providakes et al., 1988; Schlegel and St Maurice, 1981; St Maurice, 1990; Stauning and88
Olesen, 1989; Liu et al., 2016] and (2) It drives nonlinear currents (NC) that enhance the ion-dominated89
Pedersen conductivity [Buchert et al., 2006; Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011a,b; Oppenheim, 1997;90
Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013b; Rogister and Jamin, 1975].91
Anomalous electron heating occurs when the FB instability creates a small turbulent elec-92
tric field component along the magnetic field [Providakes et al., 1988; St Maurice and Laher, 1985;93
St Maurice, 1990]. This means that only 3-D models and simulations can evaluate it. A model94
of AEH that uses the root-mean-squared turbulent electric field and density fluctuations and takes95
into account a feedback of the electron and ion temperature modifications on the threshold elec-96
tric field has been developed by Dimant and Milikh [2003] and Milikh and Dimant [2002, 2003].97
Results of this model showed good agreement with radar measurements of AEH [Milikh and Di-98
mant, 2003]. Strong electron temperature elevations caused by AEH do not affect the ionospheric99
conductivity directly because the Pedersen current is carried largely by ions, while the Hall cur-100
rent, carried mainly by electrons, is almost temperature-independent. However, local AEH in-101
creases E-region electron density due to a partial suppression of the electron-ion recombination102
rate through electron temperature elevation [Dimant and Milikh, 2003; Gurevich, 1978; Milikh103
and Dimant, 2003; Milikh et al., 2006; Schlegel, 1982; St Maurice, 1990]. This effect was ver-104
ified with detailed radar observations [Milikh et al., 2006].105
E-region turbulence also gives rise to the direct nonlinear current carried mostly by elec-106
trons in the Pedersen direction [Oppenheim, 1996, 1997; Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011a]. The107
NC increases the entire macro-scale current, enhancing the total plasma conductivity, especially108
the crucial Pedersen component as explained in Dimant and Oppenheim [2011b]. The direct NC109
develops simultaneously with the turbulence, i.e., almost instantaneously, and reaches a similar110
amplitude to the laminar Pedersen current carried by the ions. Unlike the AEH, the NC directly111
increases the Pedersen conductivity. Thus the NC can be expected to change the ionospheric cur-112
rent closure, Joule heating, and the polar cap potential pattern.113
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An initial effort to include effects of the electrojet turbulence in a global magnetosphere114
simulation was made by Merkin et al. [2005b]. They modified the ionospheric conductance mod-115
ule within the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global magnetosphere model by including only the116
AEH contribution in the conductance calculation. A simplified AEH model was used whereby117
the classical conductance tensor components were multiplied by a factor proportional to
√
E, where118
E is the convective electric field, in regions where E > 20 mV/m was satisfied. This depen-119
dence approximated well the numerical results by Milikh and Dimant [2003] based on the heuris-120
tic model of the turbulent electric field by Dimant and Milikh [2003]. Merkin et al. [2005b] found121
that the inclusion of this significant source of increased conductivity led to a substantial reduc-122
tion of the strength of ionospheric convection and a much better agreement with the correspond-123
ing observations during the Halloween 2003 geomagnetic storm.124
Since the turbulence theory relied on the specification of the background ionosphere and125
thermosphere, including plasma densities and collision rates, Merkin et al. [2005b] used simpli-126
fied parametric dependencies of the turbulent correction to the conductance as a function of the127
convective electric field. They noted that a more self-consistent approach would be to incorpo-128
rate anomalous electron heating and cooling into a first-principles ionosphere-thermosphere model,129
which would then use that information for improved energy balance. Such an effort has recently130
been undertaken by Liu et al. [2016], who included these effects in the thermosphere-ionosphere131
electrodynamics global circulation model (TIEGCM). As a result, they obtained a significant in-132
crease in the E region electron temperature in the auroral oval and the polar cap of up to a fac-133
tor of 4, and an increase in Pedersen conductivity of up to 88% relative to the background val-134
ues without the turbulent corrections.135
The ultimate goal of our modeling effort is to combine the improved TIEGCM model with136
turbulent corrections, including the NC effects, with the LFM global magnetosphere simulations137
to study global scale effects of ionospheric turbulence. In the present paper, we take a step in that138
direction although here we do not yet use LFM coupled with TIEGCM. Instead, we implement139
a parameterized model of the E layer turbulence that is more advanced than the one used by Merkin140
et al. [2005b], in particular, including both AEH and NC effects. This model is then used within141
the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupler/Solver (MIX) code [Merkin and Lyon, 2010], which drives142
ionospheric convection and specifies the inner boundary condition in the LFM model.143
We also employ the version of LFM that is coupled with the Rice Convection Model (RCM) [Pem-144
broke et al., 2012], which is necessary for storm time simulations. Since the inclusion of a stronger145
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ring current pressure leads to increased Region 2 (R2) FACs, this affects the current closure in146
the ionosphere and, in particular, redistributes plasma convection and electric fields from the po-147
lar cap more into the electrojets. This, in turn, spatially relocates the regions where the turbulence148
corrections operate, since these regions are regulated by the intensity of the convective electric149
field. These effects, enabled by the inclusion of the RCM model into the global calculations, were150
missing in our previous, less advanced simulations [Merkin et al., 2005b].151
Other modeling groups have coupled inner magnetosphere models, such as the RCM to global152
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations for simulating the magnetosphere during storms. De Zeeuw153
et al. [2004] did the initial work coupling the RCM with the BATS-R-US magnetosphere solu-154
tion. Welling and Ridley [2010] conducted a validation study of the Space Weather Modeling Frame-155
work (SWMF) with the RCM coupled to the BAT-S-RUS MHD magnetosphere model and found156
good agreement with inner magnetosphere pressures and magnetic field. Raeder et al. [2016] used157
a coupled model that consisted of the OpenGGCM global MHD model, the RCM inner magne-158
tosphere model, and the Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Model (CTIM) to simulate the 17159
March 2013 geomagnetic storm, which is known to have developed Sub-Auroral Polarization Streams160
(SAPS). They found that the model reproduced many of the salient features of SAPS, such as the161
strong northward electric fields and associated ion drifts, as well as the trough in electron den-162
sity.163
The goal of this paper is to explore the effects of ionospheric small-scale electrojet turbu-164
lence (ET) on the global structure of the magnetosphere and ionosphere using the LFM-RCM165
global simulation tool. In particular, we are going to examine the effects of the saturated FB in-166
stability through both the NC and AEH. The FB instability occurs at high latitudes when the | ~E×167
~B| speed exceeds the ion acoustic speed by a small amount. We chose the geomagnetic storm168
of 17 March 2013 as a testbed for these simulations since it was a recent modest storm with both169
solar wind measurements and a broad range of observations. This allowed us to validate the re-170
sults of including the effects of ET on the simulation results.171
This paper is organized as follows. We begin with a detailed discussion of the LFM-RCM172
model and the inclusion of the ET effects in Section 2. This section finishes with an overview173
of the 17 March 2013 solar wind conditions and details of the simulation setup. Section 3 presents174
the simulation results for the runs with and without the ET implementation and compares the re-175
sults with Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DSMP) and Active Magnetosphere and Plan-176
etary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) observations. It also compares inner177
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magnetosphere pressures with an empirical model. We finish the paper with a brief discussion178
of the results and next steps for the research efforts using this new modeling capability.179
2 Simulation Setup180
This study focuses on using the geomagnetic storm that occurred on 17 March 2013 as a181
case study for two new features of the LFM-RCM geospace model. As previously discussed, the182
LFM-RCM model combines the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry MHD model of the magnetosphere with183
the Rice Convection Model of the inner magnetosphere and the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Cou-184
pler Solver (MIX) of ionospheric electrodynamics to provide a coupled model of the geospace185
system. Pembroke et al. [2012] describes in detail the basic process of coupling these three mod-186
els together during idealized solar wind conditions with modest solar wind driving and no dipole187
tilt. Section 2.1 describes how this approach has been modified to include realistic solar wind con-188
ditions, including nonzero interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) BY , as well as variations in the189
Earth’s dipole tilt. Merkin et al. [2005b] implemented an adjustment to the ionospheric conduc-190
tances based upon the theoretical analysis of the FB instability conducted by Dimant and Milikh191
[2003]. This capability has not been widely used in LFM simulations, but is being made part of192
the LFM-RCM geospace model. Section 2.2 discusses how both the AEH and NC aspects of the193
electrojet turbulence are implemented in the MIX portion of the LFM-RCM model. And finally,194
in Section 2.3 we present the solar wind conditions for 17 March 2014 and discuss the details195
of the model setup used for the results presented in the rest of this paper.196
2.1 LFM-RCM197
Pembroke et al. [2012] provides a detailed description of the coupling process between the198
LFM, MIX, and RCM models for simulations of geospace. Since that study used idealized so-199
lar wind conditions and no dipole tilt, after reviewing the basics of the LFM-RCM coupling, this200
section will address the changes made to coupling infrastructure needed to allow the model to201
work for realistic solar wind conditions and dipole tilts.202
The fundamental aspect of coupling these models is an exchange of magnetic field and plasma203
information in the inner magnetosphere to RCM from LFM and then an update of the plasma in-204
formation from RCM to the LFM. The MIX model is providing ionospheric potential informa-205
tion to both the LFM and RCM models. All of the exchanges use the Center for Integrated Space206
Weather Modeling (CISM) coupling infrastructure [Goodrich et al., 2004], and that infrastruc-207
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ture is utilized in the updated version. To transfer information from the LFM to the RCM the LFM208
computes time averages of the pressure, density, and magnetic field over an exchange interval.209
The averaged fields are interpolated using trilinear interpolation onto an intermediate regular Carte-210
sian grid. This intermediate grid is then used to calculate field line-averaged pressure and den-211
sity for positions on the RCM’s ionospheric grid. A key innovation of Pembroke et al. [2012] was212
the implementation of the plasma-β methodology for setting the location of the outer boundary213
of the RCM. This switch, which essentially prevented the RCM from computing regions with214
large flows, remains active in the storm simulations we present in this paper. After the RCM com-215
putes its plasma pressures and densities, these values are transferred back to the LFM once again216
using the intermediate grid. The RCM density model includes a modification to a fit of the Gal-217
lagher et al. [2000] plasmasphere model. At this time we have not implemented a dynamic plas-218
masphere calculation, but that is a logical next step for improvement of the coupled model. An-219
other set of field line traces from the RCM ionospheric grid points is used to determine the lo-220
cal values on intermediate grid and then those values are interpolated to LFM grid points. The221
mapping back to LFM assumes that the distribution of plasma density and pressure is constant222
along field lines. As before, the RCM values do not immediately replace the LFM values, instead223
they are slowly bled into the LFM over the exchange time interval. It is important to note that224
the previous work used a 1-minute exchange interval as a balance between speed and accuracy.225
For strong solar wind driving conditions we have found it necessary to reduce the coupling in-226
terval to 15 seconds in order to ensure stability and prevent the coupled model from producing227
unrealistically large electric fields in the inner magnetosphere.228
The first major modification to the previous coupling efforts is in support of including dipole229
tilts in the calculation of the coupled model. The LFM-MIX model has long had support for con-230
ducting simulations with realistic dipole tilts. This is done by having dipole axis of the Earth aligned231
with the Z-axis of the computational model and inputing the solar wind conditions in Solar Mag-232
netic (SM) coordinates. As Hapgood [1992], explains the SM coordinate system has the Z-axis233
parallel to the north magnetic pole, and transformation between this coordinate system and the234
more commonly used Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system is simply a235
rotation about the Y-axis by the dipole tilt angle. The Cartesian intermediate grid is set up in SM236
coordinates for the transfer of data to and from the LFM to RCM. The ionospheric foot points237
are transformed from geographic coordinates to SM coordinates using the GEOPACK coordi-238
nate transform package. The RCM typically includes the effects of the corotation potential, which239
is not part of the stand-alone LFM-MIX, but is enabled when coupled with the RCM.240
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The second key modification of the LFM-RCM coupling is how the asymmetries in the iono-241
sphere are addressed. In the MIX module the ionospheric potential for the northern and south-242
ern hemispheres are calculated independently. The field-aligned current patterns taken from the243
global MHD simulation are computed for each hemisphere independently and the ionospheric244
conductances can be different. The first major difference in the conductance comes from the im-245
plementation of an EUV conductance model that calculates the local value of the Hall and Ped-246
ersen conductance based upon the solar zenith angle and the F10.7 flux value. We have adapted247
the approach used by Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamics (AMIE) for the MIX248
module [Richmond, 1992] for the calculation of the EUV conductance. The ionospheric conduc-249
tance model also includes an empirical model for electron precipitation. As described by Wilt-250
berger et al. [2009], this model includes modifications of the precipitation values, based upon251
the local EUV conductance values allowing the model to simulate seasonal variations of parti-252
cle precipitation and their impacts on geospace system. On the other hand, the RCM is a 2D model,253
which eliminates the field-aligned dimension from the calculation and only requires setting the254
potential in one hemisphere.255
The solution we have adopted for the version of the coupled simulations presented here works256
as follows. The low-latitude boundary of the ionospheric solution for the electrostatic solver is257
extended equatorward from 45◦ to 60◦ colatitude. The 45◦ boundary corresponds to dipole map-258
ping of the 2 RE inner boundary of the MHD solution grid within the LFM. For the northern hemi-259
sphere, the typical low-latitude boundary condition of assuming that potential is zero is used. In260
the RCM the low-latitude boundary is at 75◦ colatitude, and in the region between the MIX lower261
boundary and the RCM lower boundary the the electric field supplied to the RCM is set to zero.262
The northern hemispheric values for the potential, as well as the average energy and flux of pre-263
cipitating electrons, are then stored for latter passage to the RCM for its calculation. The com-264
putation of the southern hemisphere potential is done poleward of 45◦ colatitude with the bound-265
ary value being set by the potential obtained from the northern hemisphere at that location. By266
setting the southern hemisphere boundary with the northern hemisphere values, we ensure that267
the potentials from each hemisphere match when mapped to the equatorial plane. This allows268
for a stable evolution of the coupled model.269
2.2 Electrojet Turbulence Implementation270
Dimant and Oppenheim [2011b] developed a model of how FB instability modifies E-region271
conductivities when driven by strong DC electric fields. This instability gives rise to both non-272
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Figure 1. The conductivity multipliers for the Electrojet Turbulence effects from Equations 1 and 2. The
blue curve is for the Pedersen conductance; the orange curve is for the Hall conductance. The effects occur
for all values above 35 mV/m.
linear currents and anomalous electron heating. Both of these will increase the conductivities.273
This model was incorporated into the MIX module as a set of conductance correction factors that274
depend on the driving electric field.275
The model of AEH was developed in Dimant and Milikh [2003] assuming a specific FB276
instability level. This self-consistent approach accounts for the fact that as the FB instability raises277
the electron temperature Te, it increases the instability threshold on the electric field, EminThr , caus-278
ing the saturated turbulence level to grow with the electric field, E, more slowly than if Te were279
constant. It also accounts for kinetic modification of the electron distribution function and the280
enhanced cooling this causes. The elevated Te increases both the Pedersen and Hall conductiv-281
ities by reducing the local plasma recombination rate and therefore increasing the plasma den-282
sity [Gurevich, 1978; St Maurice, 1990; Dimant and Milikh, 2003; Milikh et al., 2006].283
The NC model predicts a nonlinear current driven by the FB turbulence in the direction of284
the DC field [Oppenheim, 1996, 1997]. This current flows parallel, and with a comparable mag-285
nitude, to the fundamental Pedersen current. This develops when FB waves generate perturbed286
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electric fields, causing electrons to ~E× ~B drift perpendicular to the wave’s propagation direc-287
tion. At the wave’s maxima, electrons drift with the same velocity but in the opposite direction288
as they do at the minima. Since more electrons exist around the maxima than near the minima,289
a net current results in the direction of the Pedersen current.290
The model used in the MIX module combines the effects of both AEH and NC. It assumes291
a level of saturated FB instability density fluctuations as calculated in the Oppenheim and Di-292
mant [2013b] Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations. This modifies the Hall and Pedersen conduc-293
tance, as described in Dimant and Oppenheim [2011b]. This requires information about the driv-294
ing electric field and ionospheric temperatures.295
Both AEH and the NC predict enhanced conductivities at all locations where turbulence296
exists. For use in LFM, these must be integrated along magnetic field lines to give conductances.297
That requires knowing the undisturbed plasma densities and collision rates throughout the tur-298
bulent region. This research applies simple averaged ionospheric plasma density profiles and col-299
lision frequencies from Gurevich [1978]. These averaged models are only needed to mimic typ-300
ical altitude distributions of these quantities in order to calculate simple turbulent correction fac-301
tors to the laminar conductances. The laminar conductances themselves are calculated within the302
MIX module, as described in Section 2.1. A more accurate and self-consistent model for the non-303
linear conductances using more accurate local altitudinal profiles will be implemented in the frame-304
work of the combined LFM-TIEGCM-MIX (CMIT) model.305
Inside the MIX module we have implemented the following formulations for conductance306
correction terms to model the combined AEH and NC effects. For the ET-modified Pedersen con-307
ductance, ΣETP , we utilize308
ΣETP =

ΣOP (1 + 0.01(E − 35) + 1.3 · 10−5(E − 35)2) E > 35[mV/m]
ΣOP E ≤ 35[mV/m].
(1)
In Equation 1, E is the ionospheric electric field in mV/m and ΣOP is the Pedersen conduc-309
tance obtained from the baseline ionospheric model and includes both the EUV and electron pre-310
cipitation terms. This multiplier includes the effect of the temperature-driven recombination re-311
duction as well as that of the nonlinear current. The ET-modified Hall conductance, ΣETH , is312
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ΣETH =

ΣOH(1 + 0.01172(E − 35)− 1.207 · 10−5(E − 35)2) E > 35[mV/m]
ΣOH E ≤ 35[mV/m]
(2)
where ΣOH is the baseline Hall conductance. Figure 1 shows the effects of these multipliers over313
a range electric fields. The Pedersen multiplier (blue curve) is nearly linear over the range from314
35-200 mV/m reaching a peak value of 3.0 at 200 mV/m. The Hall multiplier has a negative co-315
efficient on the squared term and so falls off more dramatically at higher values of the electric316
field. It reaches a value of 2.3 at 200 mV/m. We note that the FB instability typically starts de-317
veloping if the convection field, E, exceeds ≈ 20 mV/m. However, the macroscopic effect of318
E-region turbulence becomes substantial only when the field exceeds E > 35 mV/m, therefore319
we eliminate the effect below this level for computational simplicity.320
2.3 17 March 2013 Simulation321
On 17 March 2013 an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (CME) arrived at the Earth and322
drove a significant geomagnetic storm, DST < −100, over the next day. Solar wind conditions323
obtained from the OMNI dataset were used to drive the LFM-RCM model are shown in Figure324
2. Prior to the shock preceding the CME, the solar wind conditions are fairly typical, namely den-325
sity ≈5 per cc, velocity ≈425 km/s, with IMF weak, < 5nT in magnitude, mainly in the north-326
ward direction. At 05:55 UT a shock is clearly present in the solar wind, with VX GSM reach-327
ing -650 km/s and the density increasing to 10 per cc. In the next three hours the IMF is variable,328
with IMF BZ mainly southward reaching values of -20 nT, but having significant intervals with329
northward IMF. The Y component of the IMF has similar magnitude in amplitude and appears330
to have a 180◦ phase shift. After approximately 09:00 UT on the 17th the Y and Z components331
become more in phase and slowly reduce in amplitude, returning to typical values by the end of332
the day. After about 12:00 UT the solar wind speed slowly begins to decrease, reaching a value333
of about 550 km/s by the end of 17 March.334
The LFM-RCM simulations for this interval were run using solar wind conditions from Fig-335
ure 2. The LFM uses a non-orthogonal spherical mesh for the grid. The simulations conducted336
here use 106 radial, 96 azimuthal, and 128 polar cells. This “quad” resolution version of the LFM337
contains twice as many cells in each dimension as the results reported by Pembroke et al. [2012]338
initial work with LFM-RCM coupling. The RCM simulations were done on a grid with 200 cells339
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Figure 2. Solar wind and IMF conditions during the 17 March 2013 geomagnetic storm event. Panel a)
shows the number density, b) the VX in GSM coordinates. The IMF GSM Y and Z values are plotted in
panels c) and d), respectively.
in latitude and 100 cells in longitude and 90 energy channels [28 electron channels, 62 ion (H+)340
channels]. The intermediate transfer grid between LFM-RCM used for the field line tracing had341
a size of 117 x110 x110 (x,y,z) points. In the MIX ionospheric solution the ionospheric resolu-342
tion was increased from a 2x2◦ resolution to 1x1◦resolution. The full laminar ionospheric con-343
ductance model described by Wiltberger et al. [2009] was enabled in the MIX calculations. We344
ran two sets of simulations. The first, hereafter “baseline,” used the standard ionospheric model.345
The second, hereafter “ET,” had the Electrojet Turbulence implementation discussed in Section346
2.2 enabled. The solar wind driving, grid resolution, and all other model parameters are not changed347
between these two runs.348
3 Analysis of Results349
We now move on to presenting the results from the two simulations of the St. Patrick’s Day350
2013 storm event. We begin, Section 3.1 with a broad overview of the results of the simulations,351
with and without the ET effects, including comparisons of ionospheric structures and global mea-352
sures. After this overview, we move on to making comparisons between the simulation results353
and observations. In Section 3.2 we make detailed comparisons with Defense Meteorological Satel-354
lite Program (DMSP) observations during the peak of the storm. These results show the ability355
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of the model to capture features associated with SAPS. Next, we assess the ability of the model356
to simulate FACs through comparison with FAC patterns derived from AMPERE observations.357
Finally, in Section 3.4, we examine the structure of the inner magnetospheric pressures associ-358
ated with the ring current by comparing the results with those derived from the TS07d version359
of the Tsyganenko-Sitnov empirical magnetic field model.360
3.1 Baseline Versus ET361
Figure 3 is a frame extracted from the scientific visualization that is included in Support-362
ing Information (SI) that is part of the online version of this article. The top row figure shows the363
results from the baseline simulation while the bottom row shows the results from ET simulations.364
Panels a) and d) of Figure 3 provide a comparison between the polar cap potential patterns and365
the structure of the field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere during the course of the366
magnetic storm. In the snapshot taken at 09:00 UT on March 17th the Region-1 (R1) and Region-367
2 (R2) FAC current structures are clearly apparent. The CPCP is significantly weaker in the ET368
run, but the alignment of the pattern in confinement to high latitudes by the R2 currents is con-369
sistent in both simulation results. The second column, panels b) and e), shows the Pedersen con-370
ductance. In both runs the EUV ionization-driven conductance is apparent on the dayside along371
with auroral oval structure driven by the empirical precipitation model. It is also clear in this snap-372
shot that the ET model is having an impact because the Pedersen conductance in the auroral oval373
is larger in the ET results. The final column of Figure 3, panels c) and f), provides a comparison374
between the Hall conductances. Just like in the Pedersen conductance, both the EUV-driven and375
auroral oval pattern are apparent in the Hall conductances. It is important to note, when compar-376
ing the conductance plots, that color ranges are the same across simulations for each type of con-377
ductance, but the Hall conductance upper limit is larger than the Pedersen conductance by a fac-378
tor of two in order to make the differences between the results more apparent.379
Before moving on to the examination of the evolution of the ionospheric parameters in the380
simulation during the course of the magnetic storm, we turn our attention to Figure 4, which shows381
a comparison of several global diagnostic parameters over the course of the storm. The top panel,382
a), shows the time history of the CPCP obtained by taking the difference of the max and min of383
the potential in the northern hemisphere at each dump step. Using a convention that will be main-384
tained throughout this paper, the baseline simulation results are shown with the green line and385
the ET simulation results are shown with the purple line. The second panel, b), of the figure shows386
the strength of the field-aligned current obtained by integrating the positive FAC over the north-387
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Figure 3. Frame from the scientific visualization showing FAC and polar cap potential, as well as Peder-
sen and Hall conductivities for the Baseline and ET simulations of the 17 March 2013 geomagnetic storm.
The top row (panels a-c) contains the results from the baseline simulation, while the bottom row (panels d-f)
contains the results of the simulation with the ET enabled. The first column (panels a and d) has the FAC in
color, with blue being upward and red being downward, as well as the polar cap potential pattern with 20 kV
contours. The middle column (panels b and e) contains the Pedersen conductance. The last column (panels
c and f) contains the Hall conductance. Note the ΣP and ΣH columns have different color ranges. In each
panel the min/max values for the color-coded values are indicated in the lower right hand corner. In the first
column, the min/max values for the electric potential, are shown in the bottom left corner.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the CPCP, integrated FAC, and DST time series for the storm event for the north-
ern hemisphere. Panel a at the top shows the CPCP in kV. The middle panel (b) has the integrated FAC. Panel
c at the bottom has the DST index. In each panel the LFM-RCM results are shown with the green line, and
the ET results with the purple line. In the middle panel integrate FAC obtained from AMPERE is plotted in
blue. In the bottom panel the DST obtained from CDAWeb is plotted in blue.
ern hemisphere at each time step. It also contains the integrated FAC values obtained from the388
AMPERE measurements with the blue line. Panel c) at the bottom of Figure 4 shows a compar-389
ison between the simulation results and observations for the DST index. The simulated DST in-390
dex was calculated using Biot-Savart method that determines the ground magnetic field pertur-391
bations driven by the magnetospheric, field-aligned, and horizontal ionospheric currents. Also392
shown in this panel is observed DST index (blue line) obtained from CDAweb database.393
The solar wind conditions prior to the 05:50 UT arrival of the shock preceding the CME394
are modest (see Section 2.3 for details). The scientific visualization of the ionospheric param-395
eters begins at 00:00 UT on 17 March and results shown between then and the arrival of the shock396
show little difference between the two simulations. For example, at 03:00 UT both simulations397
show a northward BZ (NBZ) [Zanetti et al., 1984] current system in the ionosphere with very398
weak convection patterns. At this time the main conductance is coming from the EUV ioniza-399
tion and the maximum conductance values in both simulations are identical. In looking at the global400
diagnostic parameters plotted in Figure 4, the lines for the two simulations are virtually indis-401
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tinguishable from each other during this interval. This is in line with our expectations that the402
ET effects will not be activated during typical solar wind conditions when the ionospheric elec-403
tric field values are less then the 35 mV/m threshold.404
After the arrival of the shock the speed exceeds 625 km/s with an initial period of strongly405
northward IMF followed by a roughly 40-minute interval of strongly southward IMF. Between406
6:20 and 7:00 UT the IMF BZ component is lower than -10 nT. Combined with the high solar407
speed, this leads to large CPCPs. The time history of the CPCP and FAC in Figure 4 shows for408
the first time significant differences in this interval. On average, the CPCP is 12.7% smaller in409
the ET run than the baseline simulation in this interval. This shows that the inclusion of the ET410
is having the intended effect of reducing the CPCP during strong driving conditions. During the411
same interval the FAC is 9.6% larger in the ET run than the baseline simulation, which is con-412
sistent with the more conducting ionosphere, allowing stronger FAC currents [Merkin et al., 2005a].413
It also shows that there is tight coupling in magnetosphere-ionosphere system, so that one can-414
not consider the effects of changes in one region in isolation. Looking more closely at the sci-415
entific visualization at 07:00 UT, one sees that the most significant differences between the sim-416
ulated conductances are occurring for the Hall conductance with maximum value 20% higher417
in the ET run. This enhanced conductance occurs over a large portion of the auroral oval, being418
most pronounced in the regions near midnight. It is worth pointing out that, while the CPCP and419
integrated FAC have significant differences, visual comparison of the FAC and potential patterns420
shows considerable agreement between the location of the currents and the alignment of the con-421
vection pattern.422
After this short period of southward IMF, the IMF turns northward and the disparity be-423
tween the two simulations is reduced until the next interval of southward IMF arrives at 07:40424
UT. With short excursions northward, this period of strong driving lasts until roughly 10:00 UT.425
During the majority of this interval the IMF is typically lower than -12 nT. Figure 3 shows the426
comparison between the baseline and ET runs at 09:00 UT, which is in the middle of the inter-427
val of strong driving and corresponds to the largest difference between the CPCP seen in Figure428
4. While there is not much difference in the maximum in the Hall or Pedersen conductance at429
this time, there is a clear and significant difference in the conductance patterns. The lack of dif-430
ference between the maxima is due to the fact that the largest conductance in the baseline sim-431
ulation is occurring in the region just before dawn, while the similar magnitude maximum is oc-432
curring throughout the dusk side in the ET results. The region of significant enhancement in con-433
ductance, roughly 3-4 [S] begins near 12 MLT and extends to 19 MLT. The high conductivity oc-434
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curs approximately 15 degrees colatitude and maps to the region between the R1 and R2 currents435
evident in the FAC patterns. This corresponds to the region of strong electric fields resulting from436
the current closure. This enhancement is evident in both the Pedersen and Hall conductance pan-437
els. Note that this is a qualitative improvement over the previous results by Merkin et al. [2005b]438
where no RCM coupling was implemented, and due to the lack of R2 currents a larger portion439
of R1 currents closed over the polar cap. A similar enhancement of the conductance occurs in440
the pre-noon sector. It is occurring at lower latitudes but still maps to the area between the R1441
and R2 currents in that sector. There is also an enhancement of the conductance across 00 MLT442
occurring at high latitudes. It is worth noting that while the CPCP comes into rough agreement443
during the short northward excursion of the IMF, the integrated FAC are different through and444
largest at the end of the interval.445
As the storm progresses throughout the remainder of the day on 17 March there are inter-446
vals during which the CPCP in the ET run is significantly smaller than in the baseline simula-447
tion. Most notable of these are the periods 13:30-14:35 and 15:45-19:30 UT. Both intervals cor-448
respond to regions of southward IMF around -7 nT. In the first period the solar speed is near 700449
km/s and in the second interval it declines from 625 to 600 km/s. Examination of these intervals450
reveals structures similar to those shown in Figure 3, especially in the enhancements on the dusk451
side and pre-noon sector between the R1 and R2 currents. It is also instructive to examine the452
ionospheric patterns at times when there is not a significant difference between the CPCP dur-453
ing the declining phase of the geomagnetic storm. At 13:26 UT, the CPCP and integrated FAC454
are nearly the same at 180 kV and 9 MA, respectively. The conductance patterns are nearly the455
same as well with a 1 S difference in the maximum values and enhancement in the conductance456
in the pre- and post-noon sectors between the R1 and R2 currents.457
As a final comparison between the two simulation results in this section we turn our atten-458
tion to the DST during the geomagnetic storm. Both simulations show positive enhancement of459
DST at the arrival of the shock. Between 06:20 and 08:30 UT the simulated DST indices fol-460
low roughly the same path of decreasing value. Both simulations reach an initial minimum DST461
value around 09:00 UT, but the ET value is 25 nT smaller than the value obtained by the base-462
line run. Both simulations reach the minimum value about 90 minutes before the observations.463
The 25 nT offset between the ET and baseline runs persists through the remainder of the storm.464
In the later phases of the storm the observed values come closest to the observations. The sim-465
ulations are well correlated, both have R > 0.9, with observed DST . The root mean square er-466
ror (RMSE) for the ET run is 5 nT smaller than the baseline run, due mainly to the offset between467
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the simulation results. While not shown here, it is worth pointing out as Li et al. [2016] did that468
LFM-RCM simulations produce a significantly better agreement with DST than stand-alone LFM469
simulations.470
3.2 Comparison with DMSP471
So far the majority of results shown have only contrasted the two simulations. While this472
is instructive and illustrates the impact that the inclusion of the ET terms is having on the sim-473
ulation results, it does not provide any verification as to whether the new results are in better agree-474
ment with observations. We begin this process by comparing the two simulation results with ob-475
servations made by the DMSP spacecraft. Figure 5 shows the DMSP F18 trajectories in the north-476
ern hemisphere during two intervals occurring in the main phase of the geomagnetic storm. The477
spacecraft was moving from dusk to dawn, measuring the horizontal component of ion drift ve-478
locity at altitude of approximately 830 km, together with fluxes of magnetospheric particle pre-479
cipitation. On the first pass, between 10:10 and 10:20 UT DMSP F18 is passing through the R2480
and R1 transition region near 18 MLT. At 10:15 UT in both simulations, the current patterns are481
quite similar globally and along this portion of the trajectory. In this sector we see that the po-482
tential is slightly weaker in the ET results, but globally the CPCP is slightly higher in the ET re-483
sults. A bit later in time, during the second DMSP pass, the differences, are more pronounced484
both globally and along the trajectory. At 11:57 UT the baseline simulation has a CPCP that is485
11% higher than the ET simulation result.486
Panels a) and b) of Figure 6 show the corresponding comparisons of the cross-track ion drift487
velocity between the DMSP measurements and the two LFM-RCM simulations along the two488
consecutive orbits of the F18 spacecraft. The velocity shown in Figure 6 is perpendicular to the489
satellite trajectory, with negative values for anti-sunward convection and positive values for sun-490
ward convection. The faint lines in Figure 6 show the corresponding energy flux of electron pre-491
cipitation measured along the two DMSP F18 passes, respectively, together with the simulated492
energy flux of electron precipitation from the two LFM-RCM simulations. In order to highlight493
the relationship between the first peak in the cross-track velocity and the auroral oval we have494
added dashed lines at the time of this velocity peak.495
The data-model comparisons on the first F18 pass shown in panel a) of Figure 6 suggest496
that with the ET module switched on, the LFM-RCM is capable of reproducing the double-channel497
convection profiles between 10:10-10:20, while the standard LFM-RCM simulation does not show498
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Figure 5. DSMP F18 trajectories overlaid on top of ET FAC and CPCP patterns. The top row (panels a and
c) show the trajectory between 10:00 and 10:45 UT on top of the FAC and CPCP patterns from the Baseline
(panel a) and ET (panel c) simulation results of 10:15 UT. The bottom row (panels b and d) show the F18
trajectory between 11:45 and 12:30 UT with baseline results show in panel b and the ET results in panel d.
The simulation results are shown for 11:57 UT. In each panel the wider portion of the trajectory shows the
location of the spacecraft in the interval plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison for DSMP F18 observations and simulation results. Panel a shows the comparison
for a portion of 10:00 UT pass and panel b shows the results for a portion of the 11:45 pass. For each pa-
rameter plotted, the DSMP observations are show in blue, baseline simulation in green and the ET results in
purple. The cross-track velocity comparison uses the right y-axis and dark color lines. The electron energy
flux comparison uses the right y-axis and lighted colored lines. The dashed lines indicate the time of the first
peak in the cross-track velocity.
a clear double-peak signature along the first F18 trajectory. The DSMP observations show a peak499
in velocity around 10:13 UT, well before increase in electron energy flux indicative of the auro-500
ral oval. At 10:15 a second peak in the velocity overlaps the auroral energy flux. Since the first501
peak ion flow is at lower latitudes than the auroral energy flux, we interpret this westward ion flow502
as being a signature of SAPS. The ET simulation results show a similar two- peaked velocity pro-503
file at higher latitudes than the DMSP observations. In the baseline simulation the second peak504
is not as clear, but the profile does level off before dropping, which is also in qualitative agree-505
ment with the DMSP F18 observation. While these features are occurring about 4 to 5 degrees506
further poleward in the simulation results, it is important to note that in both simulations the first507
velocity peak is occurring at latitudes equatorward of the auroral energy flux, suggesting that the508
simulated plasma flow is part of a SAPS channel. The disagreement in the location of the auro-509
ral oval is likely a consequence of the fact that the distribution of upward R1 field-aligned cur-510
rents in the global simulation are several degrees in magnetic latitude poleward when compared511
to the observations [Zhang et al., 2011]. Consistent with the global picture illustrated in the top512
row of Figure 5, there is little difference in the peak ion velocity in the two simulation results.513
Note that in Figure 6a, the DMSP convection speed in the SAPS region exceeds that in either sim-514
ulation. However, the simulated CPCP at this time is still higher than typically observed. This515
underscores the fact that large CPCP does not necessarily lead to high convection speeds glob-516
ally. It is worth noting that, similar to that in the observations, the first peak of westward ion drifts517
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Figure 7. Comparison for electric field magnitude and electron energy flux for the baseline and and ET
simulation results for 10:00 UT. Panel a shows the results for the baseline simulation and panel b shows the
results for the ET simulation. The blue color shows the intensity of the electric field on the same color table
across each plot. The contour lines indicate intensity of electron energy flux with the same contour interval.
occurs in the subauroral region before the occurrence of electron energy flux at 10:16UT in both518
simulations. This is consistent with the observations that the equatorial ion velocity peak in the519
subauroral region is most likely associated with the SAPS.520
The comparison between the simulation results and the second DMSP pass shown in panel521
b) of Figure 6 presents a similar view to the first pass. The first peak in the velocity occurs equa-522
torward of the electron energy flux in both the observations and simulation results. The simu-523
lation results are shifted poleward by a similar amount. In both simulations the formation of clear524
second peak is missing, but they both exhibit the leveling off features seen in the baseline sim-525
ulation results of the first pass. Consistent with globally weaker CPCP at this time, the ET sim-526
ulation results have a lower cross-track ion velocity, which is in better agreement with the DMSP527
observations. Note that the data-model comparisons on both DMSP F18 passes show that the cou-528
pled LFM-RCM simulations are capable of reproducing key features of SAPS. With the ET ca-529
pabilities enabled, the two peaked feature is more clear in the first pass and the magnitude of the530
drift velocity agrees more with the observations.531
Before moving on, it is instructive to more globally compare the relationship between the532
electric fields in the high-latitude polar cap and auroral electron energy flux. Figure 7 display these533
quantities for the baseline (panel a) and ET (panel b) simulations at 10:00 UT. Since the ET mod-534
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ule reduces the CPCP, the electric field in the ET simulation is weaker than the baseline simu-535
lation. In both LFM-RCM simulations, intense electric fields at magnetic latitudes below the au-536
roral electron energy flux in the afternoon and evening sectors are evident, suggesting that the537
ET module is not a major driver of the SAPS features seen in the simulations. In both simula-538
tions, the peak electric field magnitudes occur in the region equatorward of the auroral energy539
flux, which is consistent with the overall picture of SAPS and regular high-latitude convection540
electric fields. While not shown here, we have looked at the component breakdown of the elec-541
tric field in these sectors and it is almost entirely coming from the meridional component of the542
electric field. We interpret this is as a signature of SAPS throughout both of these sectors.543
In the LFM-RCM simulations, the subsequent buildup of large inner magnetospheric pres-544
sure gradient and partial ring current (not shown) during the storm time drive downward R2 FACs545
flowing into the duskside ionosphere (Figure 5). The R2 FACs flow poleward as Pedersen cur-546
rents through the subauroral ionosphere and emerge as upward R1 FAC in the electron precip-547
itation region. Due to the low conductivity in the duskside ionosphere regions with R2 currents,548
the poleward Pedersen current generates an intense electric field in order to maintain the conti-549
nuity of current, which drive fast westward plasma flow in the subauroral region. Therefore it is550
the inner magnetosphere model RCM that drives the fast westward plasma flow in the coupled551
simulations rather than the ET module. Note that without a physics-based ionosphere-thermosphere552
general circulation model, the mid-latitude trough region is not modeled self-consistently in the553
LFM-RCM simulations, which may have impacts on the global dynamics of SAPS simulations.554
3.3 Comparison with AMPERE555
Now we move onto a comparison of the simulation results with the observations of the FAC556
patterns obtained from the AMPERE mission. We begin this comparison by returning briefly to557
Figure 4 to discuss the comparison of simulation results with the integrated AMPERE FAC val-558
ues during the course of the storm. Both simulations have correlation coefficients greater than559
0.9 with the AMPERE-derived integrated FAC strength. Further, cross-correlation calculations560
show essentially no lag between the observations and simulation results. The RMSE for the base-561
line simulation is 1 MA less than the ET simulation results. We interpret these results as show-562
ing that the inclusion of the ET effects is not dramatically altering the temporal evolution of the563
currents, likely due to the direct driving of the R1 currents by the solar wind. As we will discuss564
in greater detail, Anderson et al. [2016] report that AMPERE the reconstruction of the FAC den-565
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sities from the AMPERE observations likely underestimates total current strength and so it is pos-566
sible that the simulation results are within the uncertainty of the method.567
The second scientific visualization accompanying this paper makes this comparison by plot-568
ting the patterns of the northern hemisphere currents along with cuts along specific MLTs. Fig-569
ure 8 is extracted from this visualization at 09:00 UT on 17 March. The top row in the visual-570
ization provides a comparison of the FAC patterns for the northern hemisphere from the simu-571
lation and the AMPERE reconstruction. A 2-minute cadence was adopted for this visualization572
to match the highest output frequency available for the AMPERE observations. It is important573
to note that the AMPERE observations are built up over a 10-minute window and that accumu-574
lated pattern is being compared with an instantaneous value obtained from the model output. In575
order to allow for a more quantitative comparison, the bottom row of the visualization contains576
cuts from the current densities at several magnetic local times. Panels d and f provide cuts through577
the morning and afternoon sectors, while panel e provides a cut from dusk to dawn.578
As discussed in Section 3.1, prior to the arrival of the shock, the solar wind driving of the579
magnetosphere is quite weak. At 03:00 UT the IMF is mainly northward and a careful exami-580
nation of the FAC patterns at this time shows an NBZ current system in both simulation results.581
The faint trace of an NBZ current system is apparent in the afternoon sector in the AMPERE de-582
rived pattern. These patterns can be hard to see in the visualization since the range of the color583
bar was selected to capture times when strong currents are flowing. Turning our attention to the584
MLT comparisons we see that for the 09 and 15 MLT cuts the two simulation results are virtu-585
ally identical. Differences can be seen in the 18 MLT portion of the dawn-dusk cut, due to the586
current in the ET version extending slightly more anti-sunward. The NBZ current systems do not587
appear in the AMPERE reconstruction, especially since an intensity of 0.15 µAm−2 is needed588
for the currents to be above the noise threshold. The strong level of agreement between the two589
simulations is not surprising since the ET effects are not likely to occur at this point in the sim-590
ulation.591
Next we focus our attention at 09:00 UT shown in Figure 8. It corresponds to the time with592
the largest differences in the CPCP seen between the two simulation results. While the differ-593
ence between the CPCP is quite large at this time, FAC patterns for the two simulations are sim-594
ilar, particularly on the dayside in terms of their location, width, and strengths of the R1 and R2595
current densities. There is a notable difference on the nightside, with the baseline simulation hav-596
ing stronger FAC pairs in the midnight sector. Also the peaks in the R1 currents that occur be-597
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Figure 8. Frame extracted from the scientific visualization comparing the FAC from the simulations with
the patterns derived from AMPERE magnetometer observations. The top row, (panels a-c), shows the FAC
patterns for the northern hemisphere using the same color bar. Panel a is the baseline simulation, panel b is
the from the Electrojet Turbulence simulation and panel c is from the AMPERE observations. The bottom
row makes comparisons of current strengths along cuts in MLT. Panel d is a cut along 15 MLT and extends
from 0-45 degrees colatitude. Panel f is cut along 09 MLT and has the same range as panel a. Panel e is a cut
along the 18 and 06 MLT line. In this plot the negative colatitude values correspond to locations along the 18
MLT line, while the positive values are along the 06 MLT line. This plot gives a cut from dusk to dawn in a
single panel. In all the comparison plots the AMPERE observations are shown in blue, the baseline simulation
in green, and the ET simulation in purple.
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low the 18-06 MLT line are stronger in the baseline simulation. The strength of the currents is598
stronger than those seen in the AMPERE results. The R1 and R2 currents also appear to be at599
higher latitudes than those seen in the AMPERE results. The weaker current density in the AM-600
PERE results has been reported before by Merkin et al. [2013] and Anderson et al. [2016]. As601
these authors report, the main factor contributing the underestimation is the order of the spher-602
ical cap harmonic fit, which limits the latitudinal resolution in the AMPERE reconstruction to603
2◦. When the spacecraft encounters FAC structures that are narrower than this, the densities ob-604
tained from the reconstruction will likely be underestimated. It is also possible that the simula-605
tion results are overestimating the current densities and that could be determined by a compar-606
ing the individual spacecraft measurements of the magnetic field perturbations, but we have elected607
not to include that labor-intensive comparison in this initial results paper. A reader interested in608
the process for conducting this comparison is directed to Merkin et al. [2013].609
Looking at the 15 MLT comparison we see that the strength of currents along this cut is610
similar in the baseline and ET simulations. The current density peaks are higher and about a 1-611
2 degrees poleward of those in AMPERE. In the 09 MLT there is a 1-2 degree difference in the612
location of the peak current between the two simulation results. The current density peaks in the613
two simulations appear to bracket the observed current density peak with the baseline simula-614
tion peak at above the AMPERE peak and the ET peak below it. The peak current density here615
is about a factor of two larger than the AMPERE results and the current densities structures are616
wider. The wider current density structures in the simulation results are also seen in the 18-06617
MLT cut. This is especially clear for the current densities in the 18 MLT line. Unlike the other618
current densities reported here the AMPERE current densities are stronger in this region. Along619
the 06 MLT cut the current densities return to being about a factor of 2 larger in the R1 location.620
At this time the CPCP differences between the simulations are significant, however the differ-621
ence between the currents in the two simulations is relatively modest. Furthermore, both sim-622
ulations agree quite well with the AMPERE observations.623
As the storm progresses through the remainder of the day, there are intervals with strong624
solar wind driving that result in significant differences in the simulated CPCP. The 14:00 UT frame625
is typical of the conditions seen during the 13:30-14:35 interval of strong driving. The modest626
1-2 degree separation between the current peaks noted in the 09 MLT cut of the 09:00 UT results627
is present in all of the cuts through the currents. In general, the baseline simulation peak appears628
to be closer to the peak in the AMPERE observations then the ET simulation results. This trend629
is also apparent in the 15:45-19:30 UT interval of strong driving with the 16:12 frame provid-630
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ing a clear example. Also notable in this frame are the strong peaks in the R1 currents below the631
18-06 MLT line in the ET simulation results. It is worth pointing out that at 13:26 UT, previously632
identified as an instant with little differences between the CPCP and integrated FAC, there are633
very small differences between the two simulation results.634
3.4 Comparison with TS07d635
In this final section we turn our focus to the magnetosphere and make a comparison be-636
tween the simulation results derived from the TS07d empirical magnetic field model Tsyganenko637
and Sitnov [2007]; Sitnov et al. [2008]. TS07d differs from classic Tsyganenko magnetic field638
models [e.g., Tsyganenko, 1995], because it presents the magnetic field of equatorial currents us-639
ing a system of basis functions, whose number can be increased to improve the models ability640
to resolve progressively finer structures. This new reconstruction technique allowed for the first641
time to resolve the eastward ring current [Stephens et al., 2016] near Earth, which is critical for642
correctly capturing the location and magnitude of the ring current pressure peak. The pressure643
reconstruction procedure using the isotropic force balance condition ~J × ~B = −∇P was de-644
scribed in detail by Sergeev et al. [1994] and then applied to reconstruct the pressure distribu-645
tions on the basis of the TS07d by Stephens et al. [2013]646
Figure 9 presents this comparison for the baseline (panel a) and ET (panel b) simulations647
with the TS07d (panel c) results for 16:00 UT on 17 March. The data are extracted from the SM648
equatorial plane and compared with the GSM equatorial in the TS07d results. At 16:00 UT the649
dipole tilt angle is only 8.4◦, so the differences between these planes close to the Earth will be650
small. We selected 16:00 UT as the time for this comparison because it is during the recovery651
phase and the ring current is expected to be well established. The white circle in the LFM-RCM652
plots represents the 2 RE inner boundary location of the magnetospheric grid. We have also added653
a white circle in panel c in order to facilitate visual comparison between the LFM-RCM results654
and those from the empirical model.655
Visual comparison of the baseline and ET simulation results displayed in Figure 9 shows656
a similar shape and location of the inner magnetospheric pressure. The pressure is peaking in-657
side of 4 RE . A detailed examination of pressure along midnight, not shown here, indicates that658
the ET pressure peaks 0.2 RE closer to the Earth than the baseline distribution. This difference659
is approximately the same as the inner magnetosphere cell sizes and is probably not significant.660
The peak pressure in the ET run is 10 nPa or 16% higher than the baseline simulation. This dif-661
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Figure 9. Inner magnetospheric pressures from simulations are compared with results from the TS07d
empirical model. The panel on the left (a) shows the results from the baseline simulation, the middle panel (b)
shows the ET simulations, and the right (c) shows the TS07d pressures. In each panel the peak pressure value
is displayed in the upper right hand corner. All plots share the same color bar and view.
ference is significant and is likely the source of better agreement with the observed DST index662
shown in panel c of Figure 4. The higher values for the peak pressure in the ET results are also663
improving the agreement with the peak pressures derived from the TS07d model.664
Both of LFM-RCM simulation’s pressure distributions are relatively symmetric about mid-665
night. This is quite different from the TS07d data shown in panel c which has peak in pressure666
in the pre-midnight sector. Along the midnight line a detailed examination of the pressure shows667
that it peaks at 2.9 RE , which is about 0.5 RE closer to the Earth than the peak in either simu-668
lation result. Visual examination of the plots shows that the TS07d pressure distribution is more669
broad than either the baseline or ET simulations. In fact, looking again at the pressures along mid-670
night we find that the width TS07d pressure at half the maximum value is 1.2 RE or 50% wider671
than either of the LFM-RCM simulation profiles.672
It is worth noting that calculating the isotropic equilibrium pressure from the empirical mag-673
netic field is not a trivial exercise, and many more efforts, including validation with in situ data,674
e.g., Van Allen Probes (VAP), will need to be carried out beyond the initial effort presented in675
Figure 9c. In particular, the amplitude of the pressure peak may be sensitive to the method of in-676
tegration and boundary conditions. Nonetheless, our preliminary comparisons of the TS07d-reconstructed677
pressures with VAP demonstrated good agreement (not shown), and the pressure peak location678
is commensurate with the corresponding distribution of the ~j× ~B force in the model. In addi-679
tion, the magnetic field configuration itself was validated extensively against VAP by Stephens680
et al. [2016]. Thus, we have some confidence in both the peak and location of the ring current681
pressure reconstructed from TS07d.682
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Considering the completely independent modeling approaches between LFM-RCM and683
TS07d (one physics-based, the other empirical), it is quite remarkable that the magnitudes of the684
pressure peaks agree so well. The reasons for a more MLT symmetric pressure distribution in685
the LFM-RCM model will need to be investigated more carefully in a separate study. We hypoth-686
esize that the pressure distribution may be at least partly explained by the location of the RCM687
outer boundary controlled by the plasma beta [Pembroke et al., 2012] and the resulting interplay688
of the ExB and gradient drifts that the coupled model allows between the plasma sheet and the689
ring current.690
4 Discussion and Future Directions691
In this work we have presented results from LFM-RCM simulations for a case study of a692
modest geomagnetic storm that occurred on 17 March 2013. These results include two signif-693
icant changes to the LFM-RCM coupling from prior publications. First are the improvements to694
the LFM-RCM coupling methodology that allow it to deal with realistic solar wind conditions695
and dipole tilts. These changes place this version of the model on par with other models that cou-696
ple global MHD simulations with the RCM and other ring current models. Second, we have im-697
plemented an electrojet turbulence model for modifying the ionospheric conductance. Generally698
speaking, this model parameterizes kinetic physics processes that are not possible to directly model699
in a global simulations and result in significantly higher conductances in regions of strong elec-700
tric fields.701
One common problem with LFM simulations in the past has been the high values of the702
CPCP relative to observations [e.g., Gordeev et al., 2015], during strong solar wind driving con-703
ditions. The inclusion of the ET model in the LFM-RCM coupling results in significant reduc-704
tions, on the order of 10%, in the CPCP during the strong driving conditions seen in 17 March705
2013 geomagnetic storm. Even though the inclusion of ET into the simulation lowers the CPCP,706
it is clearly not sufficient to bring the simulated CPCP values to those observed [e.g., Shepherd,707
2007]. Other sources of CPCP overestimation such as the representation of magnetic reconnec-708
tion in the simulation will need to be considered. Equally important is the fact that the inclusion709
of the model does not result in changes to the CPCP during modest driving conditions. Also, we710
see that the enhancements to the conductance occur in the regions between the R1 and R2 cur-711
rents flowing between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. This shifts the ET effects from the po-712
lar region to the electrojets providing a significant improvement over previous work by Merkin713
et al. [2005b] to include these processes. The improved representation of the R2 currents pro-714
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vided by the coupling with the RCM play an important role in both the location and magnitude715
of the ET effects.716
Both baseline and ET simulation results show SAPS-like features when compared with the717
DMSP F18 observations. Inclusion of the ET effects produced significant improvements with718
the agreement to DMSP observations. The ET modules reduction of the CPCP brings helps in719
bringing the cross track ion velocities in better agreement with the DMSP observations. Also,720
the ET comparison of the 10:00 DMSP pass shows a double peaked feature that is in better agree-721
ment with the observations. Note that the predicted SAPS in both LFM-RCM simulation along722
the DMSP F18 pass is at the correct physical location, i.e., equatorward of the simulated auro-723
ral oval as shown in Figure 6, although the measured location of SAPS is approximately 4 de-724
grees equatorward in magnetic latitude in the pre-midnight sector compared to the simulated SAPS.725
It is possible that this discrepancy is a consequence of using an underinflated background mag-726
netic field model as previously explained by Burke et al. [1998], which is a dipole field in the LFM-727
RCM simulation. Moreover, the dynamics of storm-time ionospheric outflow may also play an728
important role in generating more realistic magnetic field topology especially in the plasmasheet729
[Brambles et al., 2013], which is not included in the current LFM-RCM simulations. As demon-730
strated by Raeder et al. [2016] we need to include coupling with a physics-based ionosphere-thermosphere731
model to self-consistently model the mid-latitude trough region associated with SAPS in order732
to improve our understanding of this coupled processes that drive SAPS.733
In comparing the results of the simulations with field-aligned current observations made734
by AMPERE, we note minor differences between the two simulation results for the FAC mag-735
nitudes and patterns. In fact, during the peak of the initial strong driving interval the strength and736
location of the peaks of the R1 and R2 currents are not significantly different from each other even737
though there is a difference in the CPCP at this time. The lower CPCP in the ET results is due738
to the increased ionospheric conductance and the magnetosphere acting close to a constant cur-739
rent source at this time. The response of the MI coupled system is not linear such that the longer740
the interval of strong driving lasts the greater is the difference between the currents, with the ET741
simulation having higher integrated current values. We have not focused heavily on the compar-742
ison of currents on the nightside since both simulations show more structure in the FAC patterns743
than can be gleaned from the AMPERE fit to the data. Although not at all times and not at all MLTs,744
the simulated currents tend to be located poleward of the observations. This feature is typically745
more pronounced on the nightside, where the simulated currents possess significant structure.746
The higher latitudes of the currents could be interpreted as a signature of an under-stretched mag-747
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netic field in the inner magnetosphere. However, the comparisons with ring current pressure be-748
tween the simulation results and empirical reconstruction show relatively good agreement so the749
reasons for this disparity need to be further investigated.750
To test the state of the inner magnetosphere in the simulation we have performed a com-751
parison with the equilibrium isotropic pressure reconstructed from the TS07d empirical model752
of the magnetic field. The comparison between the two simulations shows little differences in753
terms of the structure or widths of the ring current pressure distribution in the inner magnetosphere.754
The ET simulation did have a 16% higher peak pressure, which was closer to the values derived755
from the TS07d model. In the simulation results the ring current pressure was rather symmet-756
ric with a peak near midnight, while the TS07d model pressure has a pre-midnight peak. How-757
ever, we note that the agreement of the peak pressures between the physics-based and empiri-758
cal models is quite remarkable considering that they are two completely independent methods759
of the reconstruction of the magnetospheric state. The comparison presented in this paper is a760
preliminary effort in the direction of what we view as a very powerful tool for validation of global761
models. Inner magnetosphere pressure is a quantity that is very important for inferring the global762
state of the storm-time magnetosphere since it regulates the generation of R2 currents and infla-763
tion of the geomagnetic field. At the same time, recovering its global distribution and, in partic-764
ular, the location of the pressure peak, is difficult from in situ data [e.g., Gkioulidou et al., 2014]765
whereas global reconstructions, e.g., from energetic neutral atom (ENA) images [Brandt, P. C.:Son766
et al., 2002] lack resolution and have substantial uncertainties. Thus, the empirical pressure re-767
construction promises to be a highly useful tool for not only validation, but also for potential ad-768
justment of inner magnetosphere pressures in global models. However, these reconstructions should769
first also undergo validation using in situ measurements and then much more detailed compar-770
isons with global MHD simulations should be undertaken. We defer such a detailed analysis to771
a dedicated publication.772
These initial results from the extension of the LFM-RCM show good agreement with a range773
of observations and notable improvements when the ET-driven enhancements to ionospheric con-774
ductivity are included. They also point to several interesting directions for more detailed anal-775
ysis. The capturing of the SAPS structures needs to be examined in more detail across a broader776
range of driving conditions. Particular attention needs to be paid to investigating what regulates777
when and where these structures are seen in the simulation results. Future investigations are needed778
to establish a system-level understanding on the SAPS phenomenon using the coupled LFM-RCM779
model, including incorporating the feedback effect from ionospheric plasma chemical processes780
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and thermospheric neutral dynamics using the fully coupled LFM-RCM-TIEGCM code. The evo-781
lution of the ring current pressures over this and other storms also requires more investigation.782
In particular, it is important to understand what determines the radial extent of the pressure dis-783
tribution in the simulation as well as the radial and azimuthal location of the pressure peak.784
Finally, as noted above, our ultimate goal in this project is to combine the work using LFM-785
RCM simulations presented here with the modeling that includes ET effects in the simulations786
of ionosphere-thermosphere self-consistently [Liu et al., 2016]. This work is currently underway787
and will be presented in a future publication. This fully coupled version of the model will also788
allow us to make comparisons with plasmasphere erosion measurements reported by Foster et al.789
[2014].790
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